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OVERVIEW

Stunning 4-bedrooms 4-bathrooms villa for sale in
Benissa.

This stunning villa will leave you breathless.

Driving up the driveway of the 11,000 m² plot you will be surprised by a wonderful
and perfectly maintained villa in Spanish finca style.

On 3 levels, it offers you plenty of space with 4 bedrooms and 4 bathrooms. Entering
the villa, you find yourself in a very charming entrance hall which connects an
office/TV room, the dining room with open-plan kitchen and the salon with high
ceiling. With one side of the house all being glass, all rooms are very bright and
wonderfully lit as well as offering open views to the beautiful garden, pool and
mountain views.

From the dining area you will have direct access to a small hidden terrace which
leads to the back side of the garden. Through the big terrace doors you walk out onto
the spacious naya terrace next to the pool side.

Going upstairs, we find 2 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms (one en suite) and a separate
walk-in wardrobe.

The staircase from the entrance will lead you downstairs to many more unexpected
rooms. There you will find a huge spa and sport area (with sauna, jacuzzi and
spacious shower), a utility room, a rustic stone covered corridor to your own private
bodega which invites you to a glass of wine in the perfect environment. If you have
guests they will find their little own space in the detached apartment with double
bed, own bathroom and own terrace and separate entrance.

The whole house is equipped with high quality devices and materials.

The spacious garden invites you for long walks or late nights outside on the terrace
enjoying the beautiful and quiet view to the mountains. Here in this villa you will find
the perfect piece of peace to chill and relax in a very luxurious environment.

lucasfox.com/go/jav28016

Terrace, Swimming pool, Garden
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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